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Abstract: The currently reported bottom water sealing materials and fracturing technologies can
hardly simultaneously achieve the high production and low water cut of gas reservoirs due to the
complexity of various formation conditions. Therefore, without controlling the fracturing scale
and injection volume, a kind of polylactide polymer water plugging material with a density of
1.15–2.0 g/cm3 is developed, which can be used to seal the bottom water of a gas–water differential
layer by contact solidification with water and automatic degradation with natural gas. This technology
can not only fully release the production capacity of the gas reservoir but also effectively control water
production and realize the efficient fracturing development of the target gas reservoir. Laboratory
test results show that the smart plugging agent has a bottom water plugging rate of 100%, and the
low-density plugging agent has a dissolution rate of 96.7% in methane gas at 90 ◦C for 4 h and
a dissolution rate of 97.6% in methane gas at 60 ◦C for 6 h, showing remarkable gas degradation
performance. In addition, settlement experiments show that the presence of a proppant can increase
the settlement rate of a plugging agent up to many times (up to 21 times) in both water and guanidine
gum solution. According to the actual conditions of well J66-8-3, a single-well water plugging
fracturing scheme was prepared by optimizing the length of fracture, plugging agent dosage, and
plugging agent sinking time, and a post-evaluation method was proposed. It has guiding significance
to the development of similar gas reservoirs.

Keywords: gas-soluble plugging agent; bottom water; water plugging fracturing technology;
unconventional oil and gas resources

1. Introduction

The discovery of unconventional oil and gas resources not only increased the potential
of global oil and gas resources but also changed the world energy structure and helped
to solve short-term energy crises [1–3]. As an important reservoir stimulation technology,
hydraulic fracturing ensures the stable production of oil and gas fields [4–6].

At present, most unconventional oil and gas reservoirs in China are characterized
by high water content and low permeability [7,8]. The separation between water and oil
and gas layers is thin, and the pressure difference between reservoirs is small [9,10]. Thus,
the high water production caused by hydraulic fracturing becomes another significant
problem [11]. Therefore, conventional fracturing methods were mainly used to control the
height of the fracture [12,13], avoid connecting the water layer, and carry out the small-
scale and low-displacement fracturing technology [14]. These methods can control the
height of fractures to a certain extent and avoid direct contact between water and oil layers.
However, after fracturing, the fractures are shorter and the reservoir permeability is lower.
In addition, the barrier between the gas and water layers is thin, and the stress difference
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between the reservoir and the barrier layer is small. Even if the scale and displacement
are reduced in the fracturing process, controlling the propagation of fractures is extremely
difficult, and pressing through the water layer is still easy.

In recent years, fracturing technology has made breakthrough progress with the ad-
vances in intelligent materials and computer technology (including intelligent optimization
of fracturing parameters, intelligent monitoring of fracturing fractures, and so on) [15–17].
Many bottom water sealing materials have been applied in the field, and the water pro-
duction rate of fractured oil and gas wells has been effectively controlled. Xu prepared
a new expansion particle profile control agent, and laboratory test results attest to the
strong plugging ability of the plugging agent [18]. Moreover, physical simulation tests
and field applications were used to verify the plugging ability and plugging strength of
the expandant bottom water fracturing technology on pores to ensure the performance
of the expandant bottom water fracturing fluid. Through the dynamic simulation and
data analysis of a field oil well, it has been previously found that there is a point-like or
segmented water producing section in the horizontal section of the well, which produces
water from the edge and bottom. On this basis, a highly selective gel was developed,
which entered deep into the reservoir to plug the fracture, causing the pressure in the
tube to slowly rise. The well maintained fluid production at 27 t/d after fracturing, in-
creased oil production from 4 to 20 t/d, and reduced the water cut from 75% to 25% [19].
Zhang et al. studied segmented water search and water plugging technology [20]. First,
a horizontal well was segmented reasonably, and then the water layer was determined
using the designed intelligent equipment (due to the different properties of oil and water
and the different temperature of different positions, water can be found intelligently by
capturing the change in water pressure and temperature). Then, the water was cut off from
the determined layers. This technology can effectively and intelligently selectively shut off
water, which provides a more effective method for delaying the influx of bottom water and
further improving oil recovery. Zhao et al. reported a new precipitator for fracturing and
measured the settling velocity, plugging capacity, and conductivity of the new precipitator
barrier and compared these with those of six other commonly used settling agents [21].
Filtration tests showed that the new settling agent could form a barrier and has a strong
plugging effect on the fracturing fluid. Qi et al. developed a foam gel system that uses
polyacrylamide as the main agent and contains the in situ heating system of nitrite and
ammonium [22]. The foam gel has good water plugging ability due to volume expansion,
and its performance can be controlled by adjusting the pH value to meet the different
configuration requirements of different reservoirs.

However, the currently reported bottom water sealing materials so far have different
advantages and disadvantages due to the complexity of various formation conditions,
summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of partial plugging materials.

References Plugging Materials Advantages Points That Can Be Improved

Xu, 2016 [18] Swellable particle
plugging agent

Good expansion performance,
strong water blocking ability

blocks water but also gas; cannot
achieve 100% plugging rate

Liu et al., 2020 [23] Highly selective gel
Shell microspheres,

coalescence, good hydration
expansion effect

No selective

Li et al., 2019 [24] Gel Selective expansion
Hard to combine the water control

and fracturing stimulations and
bottom water

Li et al., 2019 [19] Hydrogels Highly selective water shutoff
Hard to combine the water control

and fracturing stimulations and
bottom water
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Table 1. Cont.

References Plugging Materials Advantages Points That Can Be Improved

Guo et al., 2017 [25] Foamed-gel system Good expansion effect and
good water blocking effect

Hard to combine the water control
and fracturing stimulations and

bottom water

Zhang et al., 2018 [26] Acrylamide monomer
polymer gel

The plugging rate is over
96.5% in high permeability

sandpack

Hard to combine the water control
and fracturing stimulations and

bottom water

Qi et al., 2018 [22] Double crosslinked gel

High efficiency plugging and
selective water shutoff; the
volumetric expansion ratio

exceeds 130%

Hard to combine the water control
and fracturing stimulations and

bottom water

Liu, 2014 [27] Gel High strength and adjustable
forming gel time

Hard to combine the water control
and fracturing stimulations and

bottom water

Xie et al., 2022 [28] Composite gel Plugging ratio of up to 99.5%
Hard to combine the water control

and fracturing stimulations and
bottom water

Zhao et al., 2019 [21] Precipitation

Unifying the water control
between fracturing

stimulations and bottom
water

No selective

Zhang et al., 2019 [29] Ion precipitation In situ reaction, remarkable
effect of water shutoff No selective

To sum up, the main problems are as follows:

(1) Unifying the water control between fracturing stimulations and bottom water is
difficult [30,31]. Without fracturing, there is low or no production, and fractures
communicate with water layers after fracturing.

(2) Simply controlling the fracture height cannot solve the problems of water control and
bottom water simulation [32]. For instance, the small-scale fracture control mode still
has high water production after fracturing.

(3) The existing traditional fracturing plugging agents may block water but also gas and
hinder gas production during water control [33].

Therefore, we put forward in this work a new bottom water plugging fracturing
material to try to solve the above problems. Without controlling the fracturing scale
and injection volume, a water-blocking material that solidifies in contact with water and
automatically degrades in contact with natural gas was developed to block the bottom
water of gas–water differential layers. While fully releasing the production capacity of gas
reservoirs, the technology can effectively control water and increase gas production and
achieve the efficient fracturing development of gas reservoirs in a target area. Experimental
test results show that the bottom water sealing rate of this intelligent plugging agent reaches
100% and that it has great degradation performance in the presence of natural gas. The
construction was improved according to the water plugging fracturing field test, and a
post-fracturing evaluation method was put forward.

2. Experimental Materials and Methodology
2.1. Experimental Materials

Pyrophosphoryl chloride (Cl4O3P2, Mn = 251.76) was obtained from Chongqing
Chuandong Chemical Co., Chongqing, China, and p-hydroxybenzaldehyde (C7H6O2,
Mn = 122.12), toluene (C7H8, Mn = 92.14), and sodium borohydride (NaBH4, Mn = 37.83)
were purchased from Qianyan Science and Technology Co., Hong Kong. Lactide (C6H8O4,
Mn = 144) was obtained from Suzhou Qihang Biotechnology Co., Suzhou, China, stannous
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isooctylate (C16H30O4Sn, Mn = 405.10) was obtained from Hubei Chunshuo Chemical Co.,
Zhijiang, China, and proppant (20/40 mesh ceramsite) was purchased from Guanghan
Huitong Plastic Co., Deyang, China.

2.2. Flowchart of Laboratory Experiment

The synthesis and performance testing of the gas-soluble plugging agent is the key
to verify the performance of the plugging agent. The first is the synthesis of the plugging
agent, and then the synthetic plugging agent needs curing performance test, solubility test,
and settlement experiment, respectively. An initial diverting capacity test of proppant is
required prior to the curing performance test. Various laboratory experiments of plugging
agent are shown in Scheme 1.
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2.3. Synthesis of the Plugging Agent

The gas-soluble plugging agent is a type of plugging agent that is soluble in natural
gas and is injected into the formation with the proppant. It is solidified by water under the
formation temperature condition. This can reduce the water-phase permeability of artificial
fractures and increase the shielding ability and pressure resistance strength between gas
and water layers to control the bottom water from flowing up along artificial fractures
and leading to a large amount of water flowing out of gas wells. At the same time, the
plugging agent dissolves when it comes into contact with natural gas, which restores the
conductivity of proppant fractures and plays a dual role in controlling the bottom water of
gas reservoirs and ensuring the normal production of natural gas. For this purpose, the
laboratory synthesized a plugging agent material that solidifies in water and dissolves
in gas. The 1 mol pyrophosphoryl chloride and 4 mol p-hydroxybenzaldehyde react in
toluene to produce intermediate with aldehyde group. The aldehyde group is directly
reduced to hydroxyl group by adding sodium borohydride. Finally, a highly branched poly
(lactide) polymer was synthesized with lactide catalyzed by stannous isooctylate. The main
synthesis route is shown in Scheme 2.

The plugging agent was synthesized using solution polymerization, and the reactor is
shown in Figure 1.
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2.4. Diverting Capacity Test of Proppant

The main purpose of the experiment is to study the curing performance of the plugging
agent system. Thus, the initial permeability of the fracture should be measured first.
The experiment of diverting capacity test of proppant was based on methods previously
reported by researchers, and the specific experimental steps are as follows:

(1) Prepare the diversion chamber (Figure 2) for the experimental test without filling the
proppant, and move it to the experimental test platform to ensure that the diversion
chamber is placed horizontally to ensure uniform stress loading. Install the displace-
ment sensor on the test platform, open the hydraulic press to load a closing stress of
1 MPa to ensure that the parts fit tightly, and set the data on the displacement meter
test panel to zero.

(2) Load the closing stress of the hydraulic press under a predetermined pressure, and
record the displacement gauge data to obtain the diversion chamber deformation
under the predetermined pressure. Then, record the average value as h1.

(3) After the pressure relief, add a mixture of the plugging agent and a ceramic particle to
the diversion chamber (Figure 1) under a predetermined sand paving concentration,
and record the original sand thickness h2 using vernier calipers. Move the diver-
sion chamber to the experimental test platform and pressurize to 1 MPa. Load the
displacement sensor and set it to zero to record the height of the four corners.
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(4) Connect the differential pressure sensor and inlet and outlet pipeline of the diversion
chamber to ensure that the valves are closed. Open the displacement pump to suppress
the pressure of the diversion chamber. Control the displacement of the displacement
pump at 30 mL/min and suppress the pressure of the diversion chamber to 2 MPa.
During this period, check whether there is leakage in each pipeline.

(5) After ensuring that each line is well sealed, open the vacuum pump to evacuate the
line for more than 30 min. Then, open the displacement pump to saturate the fracture
and line with the test fluid (simulating formation water).

(6) Test the proppant conductivity step by step under pressure. When the proppant
is pressured to the predetermined closing stress, use the vernier caliper to record
the height of the four corners and the data of the displacement gauge to obtain
the total deformation h3 under the predetermined closing stress, thus obtaining the
proppant thickness = h2 − h3 + h1 in the diversion chamber under the predetermined
closing pressure.

(7) Open the conductivity test program, input the parameters of the experiment, and then
switch to the experimental test window to start the diversion capacity test.

(8) Adjust the advection pump to the set test flow rate, test the permeability within
30 min, and record the fluid quality, diversion chamber pressure, and flow pressure
difference along the fracture.

(9) After the test, close the advection pump, open the drain valve of the hydraulic press,
unload the oil pressure, remove the pipeline of the diversion chamber, and take out
the proppant in the diversion chamber and the diversion chamber.

(10) According to the permeability calculation formula in the “Recommended Method
for Short-term Conductivity Evaluation,” solve for the original permeability K under
predetermined pressure and sand paving concentration (Equation (1)):

K =
99.998µQL

A∆P
(1)

where K is the proppant pack permeability (µm2), µ is the viscosity of the liquid at the
experimental temperature (mPa·s), Q represents the flow rate (cm3/s), L represents the
length between the pressure measuring holes (cm), A is the cross-flow area (cm2), and ∆P
is the pressure difference (KPa).
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2.5. Curing Performance Test

Curing with water is one of the properties of the plugging agent. The following steps
were completed to further explore the curing ability of the plugging agent.

(1) Fill the diversion chamber with the plugging agent and proppant.
(2) Connect the appropriate pressure sensor and import and export pipeline of the bypass

chamber to ensure that each valve is in a closed state. Open the displacement pump
to suppress the pressure of the diversion chamber. Control the displacement of the
displacement pump at 30 mL/min and suppress the pressure of the diversion chamber
to 2 MPa. During this period, check whether there is leakage in each pipeline.
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(3) After ensuring that the pipelines are well sealed, open the vacuum pump to evacuate
the pipelines for more than 30 min. Then, open the displacement pump to saturate
the cracks and pipelines with the test fluid (distilled water).

(4) Heat the diversion chamber and set the formation temperature (60 ◦C or 90 ◦C).
(5) Open the hydraulic pressurizer to load the closure stress of the diversion chamber, and

stop pressurizing when the pressure rises to the initial pressure of the experimental
design, ensuring that the pressure stability time is more than 30 min. Continue heating
for n hours (heating time determined by melting and consolidation tests).

(6) Check the plugging agent breakthrough pressure step by step. When the outlet end of
the continuous liquid outflow shows that the plugging agent has been broken, the
highest pressure is the highest breakthrough pressure (maximum plugging strength)
of the plugging agent.

After the plugging agent breakthrough, continue forward flooding to simulate for-
mation water. Then, measure the water-phase permeability K within 30 min after the
breakthrough to obtain the temporary plugging rate, as shown in Equation (2):

Z =
K − K1

K
× 100% (2)

where Z represents the temporary plugging rate (%), K represents the original water-phase
permeability (µm2), and K1 represents the post-plugging permeability (µm2).

(7) If the displacement pressure reaches 20 MPa and still does not break, shut off the pump.
(8) After the test is completed, close the advection pump, unload the oil pressure, remove

the pipeline of the diversion chamber, and take out and observe the diversion chamber.

2.6. Solubility Test

The gas solubility experiment is a key experiment to evaluate whether a plugging
agent can be automatically degraded by gas. The evaluation methods and steps adopted in
this study are as follows:

(1) Add the liquid (fracturing fluid) into the plugging agent, stir it, and then put it into
an oven for curing. Take the solidified plugging agent as the basic sample.

(2) Take a proper amount of the solidified sample and put it into a sealable glass bottle
filled with distilled water.

(3) Drive the distilled water in the glass bottle with methane gas so that the solidified
sample is completely immersed in methane gas.

(4) Place the glass bottle in a water bath and set it to the formation temperature to heat.
(5) Take out the plugging agent every 1 h and weigh it to calculate the dissolution.

Repeat steps 2–4 to obtain the dissolution of each plugging agent every hour until the
plugging agent weight changes almost no more.

(6) Calculate and analyze the dissolution of the different plugging agents at different
formation temperatures and times.

Note: proppant was not included in the plugging agent mentioned above because it is
not possible to calculate the plugging agent dissolution rate accurately after the addition of
proppant. Therefore, pure plugging agent was used.

2.7. Settlement Experiment of the Plugging Agent

The proppant settlement experiment was used for reference to simulate the under-
ground fracture situation, and the settlement law of the water plugging material alone in
the fracturing fluid and mixed with proppant was measured.

(1) Measure the plugging agent and proppant with different volume ratios.
(2) Shake well the plugging agent and proppant to mix them evenly.
(3) Add water (or a guanidine gum solution) into the mixture of the plugging agent and

proppant and simulate the mixing of the two in the sand mixing truck.
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(4) Add the mixture of the plugging agent and proppant to a graduated cylinder filled
with water (or a guanidine gum solution) and calculate the settling rate.

2.8. Preparation of Fracturing Fluid

The guanidine gum base fluid prepared for laboratory testing and the fracturing fluid
formulation used in the well J66-8-3 are shown below:

Base liquid: 0.42% guanidine gum (HPG) +1.0% anti-expansion agent +0.1% fungicide
+0.5% foaming agent +0.2% drainage aid +0.2% Na2CO3. Cross-linking agent: cross-linking
agent A:B = 100:6, the cross-linking ratio is 100:0.3.

The preparation method is carried out according to Chinese oil and gas standard SY/T
5107-2016 (water-based fracturing fluid performance evaluation method).

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Research on Plugging Agent

In order to prove the successful synthesis of the polymer plugging agent, the final
product poly (lactide) was analyzed by mass spectrometry.

As can be seen from Figure 3, the mass number corresponding to the peak with the
largest mass number of the mass spectrum (that is, the molecular ion peak) is also greater
than the molecular mass of various monomers and intermediates, thus confirming the
successful synthesis of the polymer.
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3.2. Performance of the Water Plugging Material
3.2.1. Consolidation Test

• Diversion capacity of the proppant.

Measuring the original permeability of fractures is necessary to study the curing per-
formance of the plugging agent. A 20/40-mesh ceramsite with a bulk density of 1.65 g/cm3

(apparent density of 3.0 g/cm3) was used to test the permeability and diversion capacity
of the proppant (pure proppant and its placement in the diversion chamber are shown in
Figure 4). These provide the calculation basis for the plugging efficiency of the plugging
agent. Because temperature has almost no effect on the diversion capacity of pure proppant,
the test temperature was the normal temperature.

The permeability and diversion capacity of the proppant at different closing pressures
are shown in Figure 5. It can be found that the formation permeability and proppant
conductivity both decrease with the increase in closure pressure. This is because the
fracture tends to heal with the increase in formation closure pressure, resulting in smaller
fractures and lower permeability, which affects proppant conductivity. From the test
results, we found that the permeability of the 20/40-mesh ceramsite is 68.9 D at a 45 MPa
closure pressure.
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• Plugging performance evaluation.

Different groups were tested to determine the cure and plugging ability of the plugging
agent and proppant mixture at different densities. The densities and ratios of the plugging
agent to the proppant are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Parameters of the different experimental groups.

Group Density Volume Ratio of the Plugging Agent to the Proppant Test Temperature (◦C)

1 Low density, 1.15 g/cm3 1:1 90

2 Low density, 1.15 g/cm3 1:2 90

3 High density, 1.56 g/cm3 1:0.5 60

4 High density, 1.56 g/cm3 1:1 60

5 High density, 1.74 g/cm3 1:0.5 60

6 High density, 1.74 g/cm3 1:1 60

7 High density, 1.90 g/cm3 Only the plugging agent 60

8 High density, 1.90 g/cm3 1:0.5 60

9 High density, 1.90 g/cm3 1:1 60

10 High density, 2.00 g/cm3 Only the plugging agent 60

11 High density, 2.00 g/cm3 Only the plugging agent 90

12 High density, 2.00 g/cm3 1:0.5 60

A total of 50 mL of the plugging agent and proppant were measured in various volume
ratios. Then, reagents were poured into the beaker, stirred evenly, and weighed 32.25 g,
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with a sand paving concentration of 5 kg/m2. A guanidine gum solution and glue breaker
(guanidine gum concentration: 0.42%; glue breaker dosage: 0.04%) were added into the
plugging agent and then put into the diversion chamber. Then, the curing ability of the
plugging agent was tested. The bonding procedure followed after the solidification of
the plugging agent. Under the pressure difference of 1 MPa, distilled water was used for
displacement. The plugging curve and optical images of the plugging agent and proppant
after the test are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Observation and experimental data showed a liquid outflow at the outlet end of
group 1 (the average flow rate was 0.2 mL/min), and no droplet appeared after 13 min.
The displacement pressure difference was continuously increased to 5, 10, 15, and 20 MPa
without breakthrough, and the plugging performance was good. A large amount of liquid
was released from the outlets of groups 4, 6, and 9 (the average flow rates were 22, 15,
and 25 mL/min, respectively). This indicates that high-density plugging agents (densities
of 1.56, 1.74, and 1.90 g/cm3) cannot achieve plugging under a 1:1 ratio. Obviously, the
higher the density of the plugging agent, the more volume fraction of plugging agent is
required to achieve effective plugging. However, no droplet appeared at the outlet ends of
groups 8 and 13. The displacement pressure difference was continuously increased to 5, 10,
and 13 MPa without breakthrough. When the displacement pressure difference of group
12 reached 15 MPa, the liquid was released from the outlet (the maximum flow rate was
15.62 mL/min). In addition, in group 8, when the displacement pressure difference reached
20 MPa, the liquid was released from the outlet (the highest flow rate was 4.19 mL/min),
and the plugging performance was good. In other groups, the displacement pressure was
continuously increased to 25 MPa, but no breakthrough was achieved, and the plugging
efficiency reached 100%. The experimental results confirm the excellent plugging ability
of the plugging agent. The optical photos of Figure 7 confirm that the plugging agent is a
pale-yellow particle, distinct from the black proppant. The mixture becomes more yellow
with the increase in the volume fraction of plugging agent.
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3.2.2. Solubility Test

The gas solubility test is a key experiment to evaluate whether the plugging agent
can automatically degrade in contact with gas. Considering the dissolution of plugging
agents at different temperatures and densities over time at corresponding temperatures
after curing, different sets of experiments were conducted. The experimental parameters
are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters in the gas solubility test.

Group Density Test Temperature (◦C) Solvent

1 Low density, 1.15 g/cm3 90 Methane

2 Low density, 1.15 g/cm3 60 Methane

3 High density, 1.74 g/cm3 60 Methane

4 High density, 1.90 g/cm3 60 Methane

5 High density, 2.00 g/cm3 60 Methane

6 High density, 2.00 g/cm3 90 MethaneEnergies 2022, 15, 6761 11 of 24 
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Figure 7. Optical photos of the plugging agent and the proppant after the test.

The six groups of plugging agents in the above experimental program were weighed
into a paper cup, and fracturing fluid was added and mixed thoroughly. They were then
put in an oven and continuously heated at the corresponding experimental temperature
until they were cured and taken out. The photos of the cured plugging agent are shown in
Figure 8. Table 4 shows the experimental results of the dissolution capacity of the obtained
plugging agent.
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Table 4. Solubility of the plugging agent.

Group
Heat for 0 h Heat for 1 h Heat for 2 h Heat for 3 h Heat for 4 h Heat for 5 h Heat for 6 h

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

Weight
(g)

DR
(%)

1 3.32 0 0.12 96.4 0.11 96.7 0.11 96.7 0.11 96.7

2 2.96 0 1.11 62.5 0.81 72.6 0.53 82.1 0.33 88.9 0.15 94.9 0.07 97.6

3 3.21 0 1.80 43.9 1.48 53.9 1.24 61.4 1.10 65.7 1.00 68.8 0.99 69.2

4 3.48 0 1.78 48.9 1.55 55.5 1.39 60.1 1.30 62.6 1.23 64.7 1.20 65.5

5 3.17 0 2.04 35.8 1.64 48.2 1.46 53.8 1.38 56.5 1.31 58.6 1.28 59.6

6 3.26 0 1.92 41.2 1.65 49.3 1.52 53.5 1.43 56.1 1.36 58.3 1.33 59.2

Note: DR—dissolution rate.

It is clear from Table 4 and Figure 8 that the dissolution rate of the plugging agent
increases over time. The solubility of the low-density (1.15 g/cm3) plugging agent reached
96.7% and 94.9% after heating for 5 h, respectively. The plugging agent in the beaker was
reduced from almost full to only a little residue at the bottom of the beaker. After heating
for 6 h, the solubility at 60 ◦C reached 97.6%, and the plugging agent in the beaker was
significantly reduced again, showing good solubility. For the high-density plugging agents,
the solubility was relatively low (59% to 69%) due to the addition of insoluble weighting
agents. The higher the density of a plugging agent, the more insoluble material is left.
Therefore, when the dissolution rate of plugging agent is calculated by mass difference
method, the higher the density, the lower the dissolution rate of plugging fracturing
technology controlled by plugging agent with small displacement and low displacement
fracture. The optical photographs show the plugging agent residue after each hour. After
6 h, there is still a thick layer of solid at the bottom of the beaker. The dissolution of different
groups of plugging agents at different times is shown in Figure 9. Generally, the plugging
agent with different densities exhibited good gas solubility, with high dissolution rates
achieved within a few hours.
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3.2.3. Settlement Rule of Plugging Agent

Using proppant sedimentation law experiments for reference, we simulated under-
ground fractures, measured the sedimentation law and plugging performance of the water
shut-off material alone and mixed with proppant in the fracturing fluid, and clarified the
effect of plugging the bottom water and preventing the blockage of the gas layer.

• Rheological properties of fracturing fluid.

The fracturing fluid system was prepared according to the method in Section 2.6, and
its rheological properties were tested (Figure 10).
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According to the rheological properties, the viscosity of fracturing fluid at 120 ◦C
remains above 60 mPa·s after 120 min, which meets the requirements of fracturing (The
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experiment method is carried out according to Chinese oil and gas standard SY/T 5107-2016
(water-based fracturing fluid performance evaluation method)).

• Test in water.

The settlement of the plugging agent and proppant after testing the density of 1.15 g/cm3

and increasing it to 2.0 g/cm3 in clear water is shown in Figures 11 and 12, and the settlement
rates are shown in Tables 5 and 6.
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Table 5. Sedimentation rates (cm/s) of the plugging agent and proppant (density = 1.15 g/cm3)
in water.

Volume Ratio of the Plugging Agent to the Proppant First Test Second Test Average

Only the plugging agent 0.71 0.67 0.69

1:2 1.18 1.21 1.20

Table 6. Sedimentation rate (cm/s) of the plugging agent and proppant (density = 2.00 g/cm3)
in water.

Volume Ratio of the Plugging Agent to the Proppant Settling Time (s) Settling Velocity (cm/s)

Only the plugging agent 5.997 6.67

1:0.5 4.201 9.52

Only the proppant 3.799 10.53

The results show that the settling velocity of the proppant in water is much higher
than that of the plugging agent at different densities. As shown in Figure 11 and Table 5,
when the plugging agent density is 1.15 g/cm3 and the volume ratio of plugging agent
to proppant is 1:2, the settling velocity of the plugging agent/proppant mixture is about
twice that of the pure plugging agent. The pure plugging agent was added into the clean
water, and the settlement did not occur at 1 s. At 5 s, the plugging agent began to disperse
and settle. At 15 s, the settlement was almost complete, and, 30 s later, the settlement was
complete. However, when the 1:2 volume ratio of plugging agent and proppant was added
into the water, the plugging agent and proppant settled in the first and second seconds,
the proppant almost settled in the 5 s, the plugging agent almost settled in the 10 s, and
settlement was completed in 25 s. Table 5 shows the sedimentation rates of the two systems
after two repeated experiments. The average settlement rate of pure plugging agent is
0.69 cm/s, and that of proppant to plugging agent is 1.20 cm/s. At a proppant density of
2.00 g/cm3, similarly, the higher the proppant ratio, the faster the settling time and rate.
Figure 12 and Table 6 show that the settlement rate of the plugging agent is slow, and the
settlement rate is 6.67 cm/s when the plugging agent settles completely at 5.997 s. When
the volume ratio of plugging agent and proppant is 1:0.5, the solid settlement rate is faster
than that of pure plugging agent, and the settlement rate is 9.52 cm/s when the plugging
agent settles completely at 4.201 s. The pure proppant has the highest settlement rate, with
a settlement time of 3.799 s and a settlement rate of 10.53 cm/s. The results show that the
presence of proppant in water is beneficial to the rapid settlement of a plugging agent.

Test in guanidine gum solution. Sedimentation at densities of 1.15 g/cm3 up to
2.0 g/cm3 was tested in a guanidine gum solution. In actual pumping, the plugging agent
and proppant will disperse in the guanidine gum solution under agitation. Therefore, the
influence of dispersion on sedimentation in the guanidine gum was discussed, as shown in
Figures 13 and 14 and Tables 7 and 8, and the sedimentation and the sedimentation rates in
the guanidine gum were given.
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Table 7. Sedimentation rates of the plugging agent and proppant (density = 1.15 g/cm3) in water.

Settlement Form Undispersed Dispersed

Volume ratio of the plugging agent
to the proppant Only the plugging agent 1:2 Only the plugging agent 1:2

Settling time (s) 35.8 1.7 684 120

Settling velocity (cm/s) 0.84 17.65 0.04 0.25

Table 8. Sedimentation rates of the plugging agent and proppant (density = 2.00 g/cm3) in water.

Settlement Form Static Stirring

Volume ratio of the plugging
agent to the proppant

Only the
plugging agent 1:0.5 Only the proppant Only the

plugging agent 1:0.5 Only the proppant

Settling time (s) 106 85 70 180 145 117

Settling velocity (cm/s) 0.38 0.47 0.57 0.22 0.28 0.34

The experimental test results in Figure 13 show that, when the density is 1.15 g/cm3,
the plugging agent and proppant in guanidine gum solution completely settle and bond
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together, making it difficult to separate without dispersing. With the increased volume
ratio of proppant, the settling velocity of the plugging agent increases significantly. Table 7
shows that, when the ratio is 1:2, the settling velocity of the plugging agent is about 21 times
that of pure plugging agent. The settling time of the pure plugging agent is 35.8 s and the
settlement rate is 0.84. When the volume ratio of the propped collector is 1:2, the settling
time is reduced to 1.7 s and the settlement rate is 17.65 cm/s. However, in the actual
pumping, there is a stirring effect, and the plugging agent and proppant will disperse in
guanidine gum base liquid. Therefore, the dispersion settlement experiment is carried out
and the plugging agent and proppant are dispersed into guanidine gum artificially, and the
settlement process is observed. Figure 14 shows a dispersion settlement experiment where
the plugging agent and proppant settle together. With the increased volume ratio of the
proppant, the settling velocity of the plugging agent increases significantly. When the ratio
is 1:2, the settling velocity of the plugging agent is about six times that of the pure plugging
agent. Table 7 shows that the presence of the proppant facilitates rapid settlement of the
plugging agent. The settling time of the pure plugging agent is 684 s and the settlement
rate is 0.04 cm/s. When the volume ratio is 1:2, the settlement time is reduced to 120 s
and the settlement rate is 0.25 cm/s. At a density of 2.00 g/cm3, Figure 15 shows that, as
the proppant ratio increases, the faster the settling time increases, the faster the settlement
rate increases. Again, the presence of the proppant is conducive to rapid settlement of the
plugging agent. Table 8 shows that, when the settling time of the pure plugging agent, the
volume ratio of the plugging agent and proppant is 1:0.5, the pure proppant in guanidine
gum solution is 106 s, 85 s, and 70 s, respectively, and the corresponding settlement rates are
0.38 cm/s, 0.47 cm/s, and 0.57 cm/s, respectively. In addition, it is proved that stirring can
reduce the settling velocity. In the stirring experiment in Figure 14, the overall settlement
rate slows down. In Table 8, when the settlement time of the volume ratio of pure plugging
agent, plugging agent, and proppant is 1:0.5, pure proppant in guanidine gum solution
is 180 s, 145 s, and 117 s, respectively, and the corresponding settlement rate is 0.22 cm/s,
0.28 cm/s, and 0.34 cm/s, respectively.
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3.3. Field Test and Post-Fracturing Evaluation

The preliminary field tests of water plugging and fracturing were conducted in a typi-
cal gas well with bottom water, and the post-fracturing effects were evaluated and analyzed.
Then, improvement measures were put forward to provide bases for further experiments.
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3.3.1. Basic Information on the Reservoir and Well

A typical bottom water gas well (J66-8-3) in Shanxi Formation was selected to perform
a preliminary field test of water plugging and fracturing. The well was drilled to a depth of
2611.85 m. The well was completed with a 41/2” casing and perforated at 2570–2572 m and
2574–2576 m. The formation closure pressure gradient was about 0.0158 MPa/m, and the
formation closure pressure was 40.3 MPa. Other specific data for well J66-8-3 are shown in
Table 9.

Table 9. Data for well J66-8-3.

Name Sounding (m) Apparent
Thickness (m) Lithology (%) Porosity (%) Permeability

(mD)
Gas Saturation

(%)

He 21 2546.3–2550.6 4.3 Grayish pebbly coarse
sandstone 16.00 3.68 58.37

He 13 2558.8–2566.0 7.2 Light gray coarse
sandstone

9.53 0.41 41.40

2566.0–2576.6 10.6 15.77 3.87 55.17

3.3.2. Treatment Design

The following treatment processes and parameters were designed to ensure a suitable
fracturing and water shut-off process:

(1) Through logging interpretation, it is found that the gas layer He 13 (2558.8–2576.6 m)
of well J66-8-3 is adjacent to the lower gas and water layer (2579.2–2598.0 m). The
well layer was suitable for the sealing bottom water fracturing technology. As the
distance between He 21 and He 13 was relatively long and the intermediate layer was
better, the sealing method was used for fracturing separately. Therefore, He 21 was
not considered during water plugging and fracturing.

(2) Because of the large amount of water produced by well J66-8-3 in the early stage,
fracturing was often performed by controlling the scale and displacement, resulting
in relatively short fracture lengths (118 m) in the early-stage fracturing wells and
insufficient reservoirs. The main idea of blocking bottom water fracturing involves
uncontrollable scales, uncontrollable fracture heights, and long fractures. Therefore,
the length of the fracture must be optimized from a full transformation perspective,
and the amount of water plugging material must be optimized according to the
expansion of the height of the fracture.

(3) Another parameter is the selection of the temperature of the water-blocking material.
According to the geothermal gradient of the block and the vertical depth of the well,
the temperature of the target layer was calculated to be 67 ◦C. According to the
research results of the project, a water shut-off material with a temperature of 60 ◦C
can be selected.

(4) The density of the water-blocking material was then selected. According to the average
pressure coefficient of the target layer (0.83), the formation pressure of the target layer
must be lower than 20.8 MPa. Because of the large thickness of the gas and water
layer in this well, from a cost-saving perspective, a water shut-off method combining
a water shut-off material and a proppant should be considered. At the same time,
high-density water shut-off materials should be used to reduce the shut-in time of
the pump. In consideration of the plugging experiment of the water shut-off material,
using a 1.9 g/cm3 water shut-off material is recommended, and the water shutoff
should be based on a 1:0.5 volume ratio of the water shutting material and proppant.
The production pressure difference should not be greater than 15 MPa. We also used
the sinking time to determine the experiment and put forward reasonable suggestions.

• Fracture length optimization.

The fracture length was optimized with production as the goal to fully transform the
reservoir. The basic parameters used for calculation were as follows: reservoir thickness,
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15 m; porosity, 15%; permeability, 2.5 mD; gas saturation, 38%; and diversion capacity,
20 D·cm. Figure 15 shows the relationship between the fracture length and the output after
pressing. Production first increases with the increase in seam length. When the fracture
length reaches about 150 m, production hardly increases and the curve appears to plateau.
Finding a 150 m fracture length was advisable, so a 150 m fracture length was taken as the
target layer.

• Optimization of the plugging agent dosage.

According to the simulation, the hydraulic fractures in the well entered the water layer
13.7 m after water plugging and fracturing. According to the calculation using the fracture
half-length of 150 m, the well should pump 10.8 m3 of the plugging agent and proppant
mixture during the pre-fluid-plugging stage (where the plugging agent composes 7.2 m3 of
the total volume, whereas the proppant composes 3.6 m3). We calculated the amount of
plugging agent and proppant (1:0.5 volume ratio of the plugging agent to the proppant)
required to plug the gas and water layers of the well under different fracture lengths, and
the results are shown in Figure 16. As the required length increases, the amount of proppant
and plugging agent increase. When the length is about 80 m, 3.8 m3 of plugging agent and
1.9 m3 of proppant are required. At 160 m, 7.7 m3 plugging agent and 3.9 m3 proppant
were required. The longer the fracture, the more proppant and plugging agents are needed
to create the fracture and plug the water.

• Determination of sinking time.

According to the basic characteristics of the well layers of J66-8-3, the fracture mor-
phology after water plugging and fracturing was simulated (Figure 17). The length of the
support fracture was 151.5 m (13.7 m into the water layer), and the height of the support
fracture was 40.6 m (2552.3–2592.9 m).
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Figure 17. Fracture morphology after fracturing.

According to the research results, the sinking timing should be calculated according
to the fracture height and the settlement speed of the plugging agent. When the volume
ratio of the plugging agent to the proppant was 1:0.5, the settlement time of the plugging
agent with a density of 1.9 g/cm3 in the gel breaker was calculated as shown in Figure 18.
It was found that the settling time of the plugging agent and proppant mixture increased
linearly as the height of the fracture increased. The settling time of the plugging agent was
2.8 h in the case of a fracture height of 40.6 m. After the well pump was injected with the
plugging agent, the settling time of the plugging agent was 2.8 h. We recommend stopping
the pump for 3.0 h to allow the plugging agent to fully settle.
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The water plugging and fracturing construction procedures for well J66-8-3 were ad-
justed considering the requirements of block reconstruction and the above water plugging
and fracturing optimization results, and the results are shown in Table 10.
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Table 10. Fracturing treatment pump injection procedure.

Construction
Phase

Pump Injection
Stage Stage Stage Liquid

Volume (m3)
Displacement

(m3/min) Proppant Type

Water plugging
stage

Preflush Base fluid 10 4

Cementing fluid

Crosslinked fluid 40 4
A 20/40-mesh

proppant mixed with
the plugging agent

Crosslinked fluid 40 4
A 20/40-mesh

proppant mixed with
the plugging agent

Spacer fluid Crosslinked fluid 3 4

Displacing liquid Base fluid 12 4

After a 3-h shut-in, the plugging agent settled and set

Fracture

Preflush Base fluid 15 4

Sand-carrying
fluid

Crosslinked fluid 25 4 20/40-mesh ceramsite

Crosslinked fluid 30 4 20/40-mesh ceramsite

Crosslinked fluid 30 4 20/40-mesh ceramsite

Crosslinked fluid 40 4 20/40-mesh ceramsite

Crosslinked fluid 30 4 20/40-mesh ceramsite

Displacing liquid Base fluid 12 4

Total 287

3.3.3. Evaluation Methods for the Post-Fracturing Wells

• Fracture height assessment.

The propagation of the fracture height after water plugging and fracturing can be
obtained through temperature logging and net pressure fitting, and the relationship be-
tween the fracture height obtained and the gas–water layer interpreted by logging was
determined to distinguish situations where the fracture height enters the water layer.

(1) If the fracture height extends but does not enter the lower water layer, it indicates that
the scale of water plugging fracturing is small or the isolation layer condition is good
(i.e., the water plugging fracturing technology is unnecessary).

(2) If the fracture height extends into the lower water layer, the bottom of the fracture
height and the position of the water layer are further compared to obtain the depth of
the fracture height into the water layer, which is compared with the water plugging
fracturing design to determine whether the amount of the designed plugging agent is
enough to block the water layer.

• Production analysis.

Water production is the direct display of the water plugging effect, and gas production
is the ultimate goal of water plugging fracturing. Therefore, evaluating the effect of
water plugging and fracturing from the aspects of water production and gas production is
necessary. This can be conducted by comparing local wells and adjacent wells.

(1) Comparison in a local well. If a well is produced before fracturing, we can directly
compare its daily water and gas production before and after plugging and fracturing
under the same production system. We can then calculate the increase in gas produc-
tion and decrease in water production of the well to quantify the effect of plugging
and fracturing.

(2) Comparison of adjacent wells. Adjacent wells with similar formation conditions and
without water plugging and fracturing technology were compared with the example
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well. Under the same production system, we compared the daily gas production
and daily water production of the adjacent wells and the example well. Then, we
calculated the increase in the daily gas production of the example well and the
decrease in the daily water production compared with that of the adjacent wells.

The rationality of a water plugging fracturing design and the effectiveness of water
plugging fracturing can be effectively evaluated by evaluating the fracture height and
analyzing the production situation. On this basis, improvement measures are put forward
to constantly improve the water plugging fracturing technology and improve the pertinence
and effectiveness of the water plugging fracturing technology.

4. Conclusions

This study includes laboratory study and field applications of a plugging agent, and
the experimental results obtained led us to the following conclusions:

(1) Using pyrophosphoryl chloride, p-hydroxybenzaldehyde, and lactide as raw ma-
terials, a polylactide polymer plugging agent was successfully synthesized by a
multi-step method.

(2) The plugging agent has excellent plugging performance. When the ratio of plugging
agent to proppant is 1:1 and 1:2, the plugging rate of 1.15 g/cm3 water plugging
material can achieve 100%. The plugging rate of 1.56 g/cm3 and 1.74 g/cm3 density
plugging materials is 100% at 1:0.5, and the plugging rate of 1.90 g/cm3 and 2.0 g/cm3

density plugging materials is 100% at 1:0.5.
(3) The solubility of the low-density (1.15 g/cm3) plugging agent reached 96.7% and

94.9% after heating for 4 h, and 97.6% after heating for 6 h, showing excellent solubility.
For high-density plugging agents, the solubility is relatively low (59 to 69%) due to
the addition of insoluble weighting agents.

(4) The settlement rate of a pure plugging agent in water and guar solution is slower
than that of a proppant. As the proppant volume ratio increases, the sedimentation
rate increases. In general, the presence of a proppant accelerates the settlement of a
plugging agent.

(5) According to the actual well conditions of J66-8-3, the fracture length, plugging
agent addition, and plugging agent sinking time were optimized and the single-well
fracturing scheme was improved, providing reference for the realization of bottom
water plugging fracturing technology in similar wells.
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